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2016 AgLaw COLLOQUIUM
AGRI-FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY AGENDA
IN REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS:
Legal Implications and Trends

GETTING READY FOR THE CONFERENCE
Information Pack

CONFERENCE VENUE
The venue of the 2016 AgLaw Colloquium is the main building of the Institute of Law, Politics
and Development of the Sant 'Anna School of Advanced Studies. It is located at
the hist orical heart of the city of Pisa, just 10 minut es by walking from the world
renowned Leaning Tower.

Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna
Piazza Martiri della Libertà 33
Pisa, Italy

HOW TO GET HERE
Pisa has an international airport, known as Galileo Galilei Airport, which is located in San Giusto
neighbourhood in Pisa. It is the main airport in Tuscany and ranked 10th in Italy in terms of
passengers. It is also one of the main focus airports for the low-cost Ryanair airline. A new fast
and fully automatic train links the airport to the central station every day from 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Check the Pisa airport website at www.pisa-airport.com for details.
If you land in Florence. Rome or Milan, you can easily take a train from the respective central
station to Pisa Central Station directly or with a change in Florence Santa Maria Novella Station.
For further information, you can check the respective official website of the airport at
www1.seamilano.eu (Milan Airports); www.adr.it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en-/ (Rome Airport); and,
www.aeroporto.firenze.it (Firenze Airport).
Pisa Centrale is the main railway station and connects Pisa directly with several other Italian cities
such as Rome, Milan, Florence, Turin, and Naples. There are two main train operators in Italy:
Trenitalia (www.trenitalia.com) and Italo (www.italotreno.it).

HOW TO GET AROUND
You can easily get around the town by walking. The main attractions are within a half hour walk of
each other. However, there are regular buses around the town. Check the CPT Pisa website at
www.pisa.cttnord.it for details.
To book a taxi, call Radio Taxi Pisa at +39 39 050 541600 or visit the website at www.cotapi.it/en/

WHERE TO SLEEP
Pisa has many options for the accommodation which ranges from budget to luxury hotels. You
can book an accommodation through one of the online accommodation booking websites, such
as booking.com or airbnb.com.
We have, however, made a special agreement with the following hotels for the 2016 participants:
> Hotel Verdi. Address: Piazza della Repubblica, 5 - 56127 Pisa. Phone: +39 050 598947
Website: www.hotelverdi-pisa.it
> B&B Cuore di Pisa. Address: Piazza San Frediano, 6 - 56126 Pisa. Phone: +39 050 577521
Website: www.bedbreakfastcuoredipisa.com
> Hotel Leonardo. Address: Via Tavoleria, 17 - 56126 Pisa. Phone: +39 050 579946
Website: www.hotelleonardopisa.it

WEATHER FORECAST AND TOURISTIC INFORMATION
You can expect a mild weather that will allow us to appreciate a mix of colours at their best: from
green to yellow and red. The low temperature will be around 12° C and the high temperature
around 21° C, with a 33% of chance of a cloudy day.
A wide range of touristic information is available at the official website of the Tuscany Region at
www.turismo.intoscana.it/

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
If you have any further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact the 2016 AgLaw
Colloquium Organisers at colloquium@sssup.it

